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REPRESENTATIONS OF RINGS OF STRUCTURAL NUMBERS
In this paper we answered the following two questions: under which conditions a partially ordered set of real functions is a basis of a ring of structural numbers, and conversely: under which conditions a basis of a ring of structural numbers has a functional representation.
A number of examples and applications is added.
1.
Examples A commutative ring 71 = (A,+,.) with identity 1 is isomorphic to a ring of structural numbers (shortly RSN) if and only if (see [3] ) a+ a = 0 for every a é' A and if there exists a partially ordered basis (B,^), Be A, such that;
(b^ 1 e Bj (b 2 ) each non-zero element of A has a unique reprezenta-: tion A = a^ + .-.,+ a n whtfre a^,...,a n are distinct elements of B ;
(bj) if the g.l.b. -{a,b} = aAb exists in (B,^) and is equal to 1, then the ll.u.b. {a,b} = avb exists and avb = ab. Otherwise ab = 0 for a,beB.
It easily follows that 1 is ' 2 the least element of B and that a =0 for every a £ B different from 1.
A sufficient condition for a partially ordered set (B, ) having a least element A, to be a basis of a certain RSN, is to have the following two properties (see [3] subsets of B can be endowed, with the algebraic structure of a RSN, the basis of which appears to be order-isomorph of (B, <) as it has been shown in [3J.
1) V/ang algebra, [V] , appears to be an RSN XL where the basis B coincides with the lattice of all subgraphs without isolated nodes of a finite graph G, which are ordered by inclusion. The identity, 1, coincides with the empty subgraph of G. Properties (w^) and (w 2 ) are evidently satisfied in such a basis.
2) Properties (w^) and (w 2 ) remain true if one takes an infinite graph instead of G in the preceding example. They will also remain true if one takes any set X instead of G and the family of all subsets of X instead of B. Of course one can take any Boolean algebra as a basis of an RSN, too. Since aby Boolean orthoposet has properties (w^ ) and (w 2 ), it may be used for the basis of an RSN. On the other hand (L,"^ , ' ) has a functional representation, as it was proved in [5] . To make its exposition simpler let us suppose that L itself is the suitable set of functions from a set M into the unit interval Lo>l] with the natural order of functions and such that: It is easy to verify that conditions (1-4) are satisfied if L is assumed to denote the set of all mappings from an arbitrary set M into the two-element set {0,1}. Assuming additionally that M is the set of all natural numbers (or initial segment of it) we obtain a basis L which is even a Boolean algebra and is very handy for computing structural numbers and for applications in graph theory and in the theory of linear networks Hi], There are" partially ordered sets satisfying (w^ ) and (W2) which do not admit a full family of states.
Examples of applications in network theory
Let T be an endomorphism of the linear space X over the field Z of complex numbers. Suppose, the endomorphism T where the endomorphism T is defined by (3):
J o
In this case every branch of our graph G represents serial connection of a resitor, capacitor and a coil where
The determinant A which is defined be the equation (5), is equal in this case to the main determinand of the admittance matrix of the electrical network determined by the graph G (on the basis of Parseval theorem). E.x ample 2. Let X be a space of continuous functions x(t) with the following condition x(t) = 0; t < 0.
The endomorphis T will be defined by
where A is a real positive number.
We will also have
and (see (2)) p n x(t) = x(t + nA)
for every natural n. Let the rational operator R^ corresponding to the branch <* i of G be of the form
In this case every branch of our graph G represents serial connection of a resistor r^ = and delay element A^ = (Fig.2) . Ttf' (t) = f (t) -f (1 ) and (see (2)) tf' (t) = pf (t) -pf (1).
Generalizing the obtained dependence to cover derivatives of higher orders we get the following formula where the number n is a non-negative integer.
We shall obtain where V is a natural number, and also t* = _J2_d). p-a
If we assume now, that our operator R^ is defined by 
fit) dr
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